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In this paper we prove the following interesting theorem: 
EXTENDABILITY THEOREM. Let R be a regular ring of essentially finite 
type over a field k. Let dim R = d > 1. Then, every quadratic R [T, ,..., T,]- 
space q with Witt index q/(T, ,..., T,,) > d is extended from R. 
In [ 11, Corollary 5.41, we had used arguments having an entirely different 
flavour to prove this, under the additional assumption that k was an infinite 
field. 
A few comments on the proof. By standard reduction techniques we may 
assume that R is local, n = 1. Moreover, it suffices to show that q(T) = 
q @R(T) Y 40 R(T), where the bar denotes “modulo (7’)” Let g = q1 1 hm, 
mad. As in [ 111, we can show that q(T) rq,(T) 1 q2. By Karoubi’s 
theorem it is easy to see that q2 is stably hyperbolic. We establish a 
Cancellation Theorem for quadratic spaces of hyperbolic rank > d + 1 over 
localisations S- ‘R (X] of polynomial rings R [x], dim R = d. This enables us 
to conclude that q2 i h is hyperbolic. 
We then have a delicate argument to select a good “Lindel” subring C 
such that q2 extends from a quadratic C(T)-space q2 with q2 I h hyperbolic. 
The above-mentioned Cancellation Theorem, together with a crucial fact 
observed in [ 111 (see (1.16)), finally permits us to conclude that q2 is hyper- 
bolic. 
The present approach was inspired by some recent work of R. Parimala in 
[9]. Let R denote a commutative noetherian ring of generalised dimension 
<d, with 4 E R. Let q = qO I lH(P) be a quadratic R-space with Witt Index = 
rank P > d. Then she shows that the “elementary” orthogonal transfor- 
mations bring non-singular elements into “general position.” We strengthen 
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this by showing that EO(q,, IH(P)) acts transitively on non-singular 
elements. This enables us to show that quadratic S’R[X]-modules q with 
hJ,perbolic rank >d + 1 are cancellative. A priori, this does not follow by the 
methods used in [9], where she shows that quadratic R[X]-modules with 
Witt index >d t 1 are cancellative. We prove: 
CANCELLATION THEOREM. Let B = R[X], and A = S-‘R[X], where S 
consists of non-unit, non-zero-divisors in R [Xl. Let q be a quadratic A-space 
with hyperbolic rank >d t I. d = dim R. Then, q is cancellative. 
The idea of our proof is as follows. The transitive action of EO(q,, h”) 
enables us to reduce the problem to q = lH(Am). m > d + 1. Let 
q’ 1 h z IH(Amt ‘). We regard q’ as the orthogonal complement of a hyper- 
bolic pair in h”+‘. Sufficient hyperbolic rank shows that the elementary 
transformations act transitively on the set of hyperbolic pairs. This enables 
us to extend q’ from a stably hyperbolic quadratic R[X]-space 4’, with Gi 
hyperbolic, for some g E R [Xl, with g(0) = 0. Using Quillen’s localisation 
principle and Parimala’s quadratic analogue of Horrock’s theorem, we 
conclude that q’ z h”. Hence, q’ is hyperbolic. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper all rings R are commutative, noefherian with 
identity. in which 2 is invertible. All the underlying modules Q are assumed 
to be finitely generated and projective. 
In this section we assemble some definitions and results for later use. 
(1.1) A quadratic space (Q, q) over R is an R-module Q together with a 
symmetric bilinear form q : Q x Q + R such that the induced map d, : 
Q + Q* (=Hom(Q. R)) is an isomorphism. 
We generally suppress the underlying module Q and denote the quadratic 
space by q. 
For w E Q, q(tbv) is the norm of q. )I’ is said to be non-singular if it has unit 
norm. 
(1.2) For an R-module P, ‘H(P) denotes the R-module P @ P* equipped 
with the bilinear form (p +J q + g) =f(q) + g(p). 
q is said to be hyperbolic if it is isometric to some IH(P). 
h will denote IH(R), and is called a h.vperbofic plane. h” will denote the 
orthogonal sum h I h i .. . 1 h of n hyperbolic planes. 
(1.3) By a hyperbolic pair (in q) we mean an orthogonal pair of elements 
(NV,, nV2). such that q(w,) = 1, and q(w-,) = -1. 
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A hyperbolic plane is generated as an R-module by a hyperbolic pair. 
Conversely, the submodule spanned by a hyperbolic pair is a hyperbolic 
plane. 
(1.4) q is said to have Witt index >n if q 2 q,, I IH(P). where rank 
P>n. 
q is said to have hyperbolic rank >n, if q 2 q0 i h”. with d > n. 
(1.5) q is said to be cancellatitle if for any quadratic R-spaces q, , q2 with 
qlq 2 r ql 1 qz, then q 2 q, . 
Clearly, it suflicies to show that q i h 2 q, i h implies q 2 q,, to 
conclude that q is cancellative. 
(1.6) LIFTING MODULO A "COMPLETE" IDEAL (13. Theorem 21. Let R 
be a ring, which is I-adic complete. Let q and q’ be two quadratic R-spaces. 
If q 8 R/I and q’ 63 R/I are isometric, then q and q’ are isometric. 
(1.7) Given a set .4 of prime ideals of R and a function S : 7’ + I:,1 u (0 1 
we define a partial order < on t6 by setting p @ q if p c q and 6(p) > 6(q). 
The function 6 is called a generalised dimension function on .Y” if for any 
ideal I of R, b’(Z)n.~” has only a finite number of minimal elements with 
respect to *. 
We say R has generalised dimension <d if there exists a generalised 
dimension function S on Spec R with 6(p) < d for all p E Spec R. 
If s is an element of R such that R/(s) and R, have generalised dimension 
<d. then R has generalised dimension <d. (See Section 1 of 151 for details.) 
(1.8) We recollect an example of Plumstead [S, Section 1. Example 41 of 
a ring A which has generalised dimension < Krull dimension of A. 
Let R be a ring of dimension d and let there be a s E radical (R) with 
dim R/(s) < dim R. Let A = R 1 T]. 
Now Spec A = < U Y>. where 7; = UsA). and Yz = {p E Spec A / 
ht p < dim A}. 
Let 6,(p)=Sup{n13 a chain p=pO~p,~...&p,,. with p,E ?T for 
i = O..... n 1. 
Define 6(p) = max ai( p E Y;, i = 1.2. 
Then 6 is a generalised dimension function on Spec A with 6(p) < d for all 
pESpecA. 
(1.9) We quote a theorem of Parimala 19, Corollary 3.3 1: 
Let R be a ring with generalised dimension <d. Then a quadratic R-space 
q with Witt index >d is cancellatice. 
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This generalises a classical cancellation theorem of Amit Roy [ 12, 
Theorem 7.21. 
(1.10) QUILLEN'S LOCALISATION PRINCIPLE [6, 4.15.4; and 1, Lemma 2.5. 
together with Remark 1.8, Example 2.21. Let q be a quadratic 
R [I-, ,.... T,,]-space. If q,,, = q @ R ,,,I T, ,..., T,,] is extended from R for eoerv 
m E Max R. then q is extended from R. 
(1.11) Let R [T] be a polynomial algebra in one variable over R. Then 
R(T) will denote the localisation of R [T] at the multiplicatively closed subset 
of all manic polynomials in R [ T]. 
(1.12) QUADRATIC ANALOGUE OF HORROCK'S THEOREM [7, Theorem 
2.11. Let q be a quadratic R [T]-space. Let the bar denote “modulo (T).” If 
q has hyperbolic rank >I. and q@ R(T) 1 q@ R(T), then q 2 q@ R[T]. 
(1.13) PATCHING TECHNIQUE. Let f: B + A be a homomorphism of 
rings and let s be a non-zero-divisor of B, with f (s) remaining a non-zero- 
divisor in A. Assume that f induces an isomorphism B/sB 1 A/f(s) A. 
The commutative diagram 
B-A 
I I (*I 
Bs-A, 
resulting from a situation as above will be called a patching diagram 
We shall sometimes describe (*) as f: B + A is anafyticallv isomorphic 
along s. 
Let Quad (R) denote the category of all quadratic R-spaces. 
THEOREM. Gicen a patching diagram (*), the corresponding square 
Quad (B) - Ouad (A) 
I I 
IQuad (B,) + Quad (4) 
is Cartesian. 
See (4, Theorem I] for a proof. 
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(1.14) Let k be a field. We say R is of essentially j?nite type ocer k if 
R = S ‘C, where S is a multiplicatively closed subset of C, and C is a 
finitely generated k-algebra. 
By a regular k-spot R we mean that R = C,, where C is a finitely 
generated k-algebra, and p is a regular prime ideal of C. 
(1.15) The following observation of Ojanguren (see [4, Proposition]) on 
a theorem of Lindel [2, Proposition 21 will be needed by us. An algebraic 
proof of it can be deduced from [ 3, Theorem 2.8 1: 
Let (R, m) be a regular k-spot of dimension d > 1 ouer a perfect field k. 
Given s E m, there exists an overfield K 2 k. and a regular K-spot C 4 A, 
such that 
(a) C z K[X,,..., Xd],,, where n is the maximal ideal 
(dx,), X, ,..., XJ; and 
(b) C C, R is analytically isomorphic along some associate s’ of s in 
R. 
(We shall only need that s’ E sR f? C.) 
(1.16) We recollect a result of ours in [ 11. Proposition 1.3 1. 
Let R be a regular k-spot. Let q be a quadratic R(T,,.... T,,]-space. 
Assume: 
(i) Witt (q) > 1. where the bar denotes “modulo (T, ,.... T,,)“: 
(ii) q is extended from k. 
Then q is extended from k. In particular, if q is hyperbolic, then q itself is 
hyperbolic. 
2. REMARKS ON EO(Q,P) 
Let (Q, q) be a quadratic R-space. Given (I E Hom(Q, P), 
/I E Hom(Q, P*), define a* E Hom(P*, Q) and p* E Hom(P, Q) by 
(r* Ed-’ ~‘a andp*=d;‘op’. 
orthoginal transformations E, , 
In [ 12, p. 2901, the following “elementary” 
E,* of Q I IH(P) were defined: 
E,(z,x,f)=(z-a*(f),-u+a(z)-faa*(f),f), 
EB(z, x. f) = (z -P*(x). x,f + P(z) - +PP*(x,,. 
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Let EO,(Q, P) denote the subgroup of O,(q 1 IH(P)) generated by E, and 
Et, for a E Hom(Q, P), /I E Hom(Q, P*). If P is free, we shall loosely 
denote it by EO,(q, h”). 
We recollect a proposition on the “splitting of EO(q, h’)” proved by us in 
[ 11, Proposition 2.11. There we assumed, for convenience, that the 
underlying modules are all free. It was not essential to assume that the 
underlying module of q, is free below. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Consider a patching diagram (*) us in (1.12). Let 
(Q, q) be a quadratic space over B. Suppose that there exists a subring k of 
B which is a retract of B. such that 
(1) Witt (q@)k)=n> 1, i.e., q@k=q, lh”: 
(2) q 6~~ B, is extended from q @ k; 
(3) q og A is extended from q @ k. 
Then for every a E EO,,Jq, 1.3 A,, h”) there exists a BE EOBI(q, @ B,, h”) 
and a yG O(q@A) such that a=Byg. 
Moreover, we can write the decomposition a = By,v in seceral ways. In fact, 
there exists an integer m, such that for any integer N > m,. one can choose 
y = Id (mod(s.“)). 
We next establish a generalization of [ 11, Lemma 2.21. This result plays a 
crucial role in our arguments. First a lemma. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let (Q, q) be a quadratic R-space. Suppose that w E Q, 
w’ E lH(P) are non-singular elements with equal norm. Then there exists 
y E EO(Q, lH(P)) such that )w = IV’. 
Proof. Let w’ = (x, f) P @ P*. Let f(x) = q(w) = unit. Clearly, x, f, w 
are unimodular in P, P*, Q, respectively. Therefore, there exists 
p E Hom(Q, P*) such that E,*(w, 0,O) = (w, 0,f). 
Let Q = Aw i Q’. Choose a E Hom(Q, P) such that a(,$,) = 2x, and a = 0 
on Q’. 
Claim. a*(f) = ~$1. 
If a*(f) = 11’~ + wz, with )I’, E Aw, w2 E Q’, then (w,, w) = (w, + wI, IV) 
= (a*(f ), w) = f 0 a(w) = 2f (x) = (w, w). Thus, w, = w. 
Let w0 E Q’. Then (w,, wO) = (w, + w,, wO) = (a*(f), wO) = 
f 0 a(w,,) = 0; and so w, = 0. But then E,(w, 0,f) = (0, x,f) = w’. If we take 
y=E, 0 E,*, then yw = w’. We next recall a theorem of Parimala 
[ 9, Theorem 3.11: 
(2.3) THEOREM. Let R be a ring having generalised dimension <d. Let 
(Q, q) be a quadratic R-space, and P a module hating rank >d + 1. Let 
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w E Q I lH(P) be non-singular. Then there exists 1’ E EO(Q, IH(P)) such that 
yw has its P-component unimodular. 
Before our theorem, a definition. 
(2.4) DEFINITION. By EO,(Q, IH(P)) . O,(IH(P)) we shall mean the 
subset (u,u? 1 u, E EO,(Q. lH(P)), 02 E O,(IW’))~ of O,(Q 1 ‘H(P)). 
(2.5) THEOREM. Let R be a ring with generalised dimension <d. Let 
(Q. q) be a diagonisable quadratic R-space. Consider the quadratic R-space 
Q I IH(P), where rank P > d. Then. 
O,(Q 1 lH(P)) = EO,(Q, lH(P)) . O&(P)) = O&H(P)) . EO,(Q, IH(P)). 
Proof We induct on rank Q. Let e, ,..., e, be an orthogonal basis of Q. 
Let (r E O(Q I /H(P)). 
By (2.3) there exists /3 E EO(Q, lH(P)) such that Due, = (2. xf) E 
Q @ P @ P* with x E P unimodular. 
BY 112, Remark 5.61 there exists 1’ E EO(Q, IH(P)) such that 
w’ = @a(e,) E P @ P*. 
By (2.2). there exists 6 E EO(Q, IH(P)) such that 8~’ = e,. 
If Q = (e,) I Q’. then G$?a E O(Q’ i IH(P)). 
By induction, O(Q’ I IH(P)) = EO(Q’, lH(P)) . O(lH(P)) C_ EO(Q, IH(P)) . 
O(IH(P)). Hence, a E EO(Q, IH(P)) . O(IH(P)). Thus, O(Q 1 lH(P)) = 
EO(Q, It](P)) . 0(/H(P)). 
By group theory, O(Q 1 IH(P)) = O(IH(P)) . EO(Q, lH(P)). 
The above theorem suggests the following. 
THEOREM. Let R be a ring with generalised dimension <d. Let (Q, q) be 
a quadratic R-space. Consider EO(Q, IH(P)), where rank P > d. 
(1) Zf w E Q is non-singular, then EO(Q, Iii(P)) acts transitively on 
elements of norm q(w). 
(2) Zf rank P > d + 1, then EO(Q, lH(P)) acts transitively on 
0) non-singular elements of a given norm, 
(ii) hJ)perbofic pairs in Q I IH(P), 
(iii) hq’perbolic planes in Q I IH(P). 
Proof: (1) Let u” E Q I IH(P) with q(w’) = q(~‘). 
By (2.3) there exists a E EO(Q, IH(P)) such that c(u” = (z, x,f) E 
Q@P@P*. with x unimodular in P. 
BY [12, Remark 5.61 there exists p E EO(Q, /H(P)) such that 
paw’ E P @ P*. 
By (2.2) there exists y E EO(Q, lH(P)) such that ypaw’ = w. 
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(2) Let x0 E P be unimodular. Such an element exists by a theorem of 
Eisenbud-Evans as stated in [S]. 
Then P=Rx,@P,. We can further decompose Q 1 IH(P) as 
Q I (Rx, I Rf,) 1 P, I P,f, with f, E P* satisfying &(x0) = 1. 
Applying (1) we can argue as in [ 12, Theorem 7.11 to prove (2). 
3. CANCELLATION OVER LOCALISATIONS OF POLYNOMIAL RINGS 
Let R be a ring of finite Krull dimension d, and S a multiplicatively closed 
subset of non-unit, non-zero-divisors in R [Xl. Let q be a quadratic K’R [Xl- 
space with hyperbolic rank >d + 1. In this section, we prove that q is 
cancellative. The gist of our argument for this may be used to give a proof of 
the cancellative nature of quadratic R [Xl-spaces with sufficient hyperbolic 
rank. This is a weaker version of a theorem of Parimala 19, Theorem 4.3 1, 
who only assumes that q has sufficient Witt index. We sketch a proof of this. 
We begin with the following interesting argument. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let B = R [X] and A = Sm’R[X], r+lhere S consists of 
non-unit, non-zero-dil?isors in B. Then lH(A”) is cancellatit!e for n > d + 1, 
where d = dim R. 
Prooj: By (1.6) we may assume that A, equivalently R, is reduced. 
By Harder’s theorem, we may assume that d > 0. 
Let o,, : q’ I h Y h” 1 h be an isometry of quadratic A-spaces. We have to 
show that q’ Y h”. 
We may assume that the isometry is defined over B, for somefE S. 
Since d > 0, we may assume Xi;f: 
We identify q’ i h and h”+ ’ via uO. Then q’ is the orthogonal complement 
of a hyperbolic plane. and so is determined by it. Let this plane be 
represented by a hyperbolic pair r~,, over B,. 
We show that there exists a hyperbolic pair 1%’ over B such that 
rr; = 11’ 13 Bf. 
Let S denote the multiplicatively closed subset 1 + XfR[X]! 
Consider lti(B$+‘). Let G be a hyperbolic pair in Iki(Bz+ ‘). 
Now dim(dgf)),< d. and dim(BS,)/(X) < d; hence by (1.7), Bsf has 
generalised dimension <d. 
By (2.6) there exists u E EO,$L(h, h”) such that a(+@ Bgf) = G @ B$,.. 
Let o E EO, (h, h”) for some g E S. 
By (2.1), 8= o,oz with u, E EO,p(h, h”) and u2 E EO,,(h, h”). 
If we replace We by uZ LV, (in effect we are replacing q’ by an isometric 
space) and change d by u; ’ w then, by an abuse of notation, we have n>= U; 
over B,.,. 
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Consider the covering diagram: 
B - B,- 
I I 
B,--+B fs 
Let $ be the orthogonal complement of G over B,. 
Now Bsf has generalized dimension <d, and Bs/df) has dimension <d, 
hence by (1.7) B, has generalized dimension <d. Therefore, by (1.9), 
4; r h”. 
We may assume that g has been chosen so that @’ z h”. (Invert a further 
g’ E S, if necessary.) 
The triple (q’, 6, g’) = q defines a quadratic B-space by (1.13), where u is 
the isometry of h” + ’ ” induced by the equality wf = G,” restricted to h”. 
Moreover, 
= Id IH(Lq8+ ’ I 
by our very construction. Hence, q I h z h” + ‘. 
Let a = leading coefficient of q. Then (q,), 2 (q’), z h”. Also, if the bar 
denotes “modulo (X),” then S, = (qa), since g(0) = 1. But (q,)e = (q,)n = 
-7 
(9 1 (I 2 h”. By (1.12), qO is extended from R,. 
Let S, = 1 + aR. By ( 1.8). S; ‘B has generalized dimension <d. Hence, 
by (1.9), qs,, is cancellative. Since qs, is stably hyperbolic, qs, r h”. Let 
qb 7 h”, for some 6 E S,. 
Thus, by (1.10) y is extended from R. But r?j = qR Y h”. Therefore, q is 
hyperbolic. Hence. q’ z q 0 B, Y h”. 
We now prove the main theorem of this section. 
(3.2) THEOREM. Let B = R[X]. and A = S -‘R[XJ, where S consists of 
non-unit, non-zero-divisors in B. Then an]’ quadratic A-space q with h)per- 
holic rank >d t 1. where d = dimension of R, is cancellatire. 
Proof. By (1.6) we may assume that A. equivalently R, is reduced. 
Let 9 1 h Y 4’ 1 h. We show 4 Y q’. 
Let 4 = q0 -1 h”. n > d + 1. 
Let g E B such that (qO)K is diagonizable. 
Claim. (q’), Y (qO), I q2. for some quadratic A,-space q2. 
Find an s E R, via Harder’s theorem, so that (q’),s is isometric to 
(qO)Rs i h”. Fix an isomorphism o : (q’)gs : (q,Jgs 1 h”. 
Let g= 1 + sR. By (1.8), S-‘B has generalized dimension <d. Hence, 
$-‘A, has generalized dimension <d. 
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BY (1.9)1 W,s z (qo)ns 1 h_“. 
Therefore, for some f~ S, (q’),j z (q& I h”. Fix an isomorphism r 
between them. 
Consider OAgss(qo 0 Agss l- h”). By (2.5) this group is the same as the set 
E0,4,j,(q0 @ AgSs, h”) . O(h”), since (q& is diagonizable. 
We can modify s, if required, and write TU-' = c@, a E E0,41,((q,),j,, h”), 
p E O(h”). 
By (2.1). a =alaZ. aI E ~OAp,(qdgs~ h”h and a2 E 0.4Jqo),~ 1 h”). 
We can also arrange a2 to be in some deep congruent subgroup, 
i.e., for some N $0, a2 z Id (mod@“)). Thus, 50-l = a/I = a,a# = 
a,j3(/-‘a,P). If N is large, then p-‘a$ E End,4qi((qO)gS 1 h”). Now 
End,4qJ(q0)gS 1 h”) n 0.4,ir((qO)gjs 1 h”) = OApi((qdRj 1. h”). Therefore, Y = 
P-‘a# E 0.4gi((qo)gi 1 h”). 
Replace r by a;’ r and r~ by yu, so that, by an abuse of notation, 7u -' = 
P E O.~,JO 
By (1.13) the triple (IH(A:,), /3, IH(Ai?)) defined a quadratic A, space q2. 
Now (q’), 2 ((q’),s. ru -I, (q’)gj) 2 ((q&s 1 ‘H(A,“,h Id 1 P? (qdci 1 
‘W,“,)) 2 hJg 192. 
Coming back to our main theorem, we find that ug 1 h Y (qO)g 1 h I h” 1 
(q’), 1 h 2 (qO)R 1 q2 1 h. By (3.1). h” is cancellative, and so q2 7 h”! 
Therefore, q; Y (q,, 1 h”)g. 
If s= 1 + gA, then it is easy to show that generalized dimension of 
s’- ‘A < d. Hence, for some g’ E 3. q;, 2 (qO 1 h”),, . 
We now consider the covering diagram: 
Arguing as in the claim above, it is easy to show that q’ > q,, 1 G2 for 
some quadratic A-space q2. 
Again, q i h 2 q,, 1 h” 1 h 7 q’ 1 h z qO l- t2 i h implies via (3. I ) that 
q2 ‘r h”. Hence, q’ 2 qO 1 h” x q, and we are done. 
The above arguments may be used to give a neat proof of the cancellative 
nature of quadratic R[X]-spaces with sufficient hyperbolic rank. 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let B = R(X], where R has dimension d. Let q be a 
quadratic R [Xl-space with hyperbolic rank >d + I. Then q is cancellatice. 
Proof. By (1.6), we may assume that R is reduced 
Letq~q,lIH(B”),withn>d+l. 
Let q 1 h T q’ i h. We show that q 2 q’. 
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Claim. It suffuces to show that q’ 2 o0 I q2 for some quadratic B-space 
92. 
For, q 1 h 2 qO 1 h”+* 2 q’ I h 2 q,, I q2 1 h. 
By Roy’s classical cancellation theorem, over R(T), qO 0 R(T) 1 h”’ ’ I 
qO @ R(T) I- q2 @R(T) I h implies q2 @R(T) r h”. 
Again by the above cancellation theorem, SI 5 h”, where the bar denotes 
“modulo (X).” 
By (1.2). q2 is extended from R; and so q2 2 h”. 
We prove that 4’ 2 q,, _L q2 for some quadratic B-space q2. 
By Harder’s theorem, there exists s E R such that (~IJ’)$ Y (q,,)S 1 h”, and 
with (q& diagonizable. 
Let S = 1 + sR. By (1.8), S-IL? has generalised dimension <d. 
BY (1.9) q; z (a,)s 1 h”. 
It is now easy to argue as in the Claim proved in (3.2), using (2.1) and 
(2.5), to show that q’ 2 q0 1 q2, for some quadratic B-space 9:. 
Remark. Consider a quadratic R[X]-space q = qO 1 lki(P), with rank 
P > d = dim R. Our analysis above shows that to prove that 4 is cancellative 
it suffices to prove that IH(P) is cancellative. 
In [9, Theorem 4.31, Parimala shows that lH(P) is cancellative by invoking 
the quadratic versions of a couple of well-known lemmas of Plumstead (5, 
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2). 
Our arguments above show that lH(P) is cancellative if P where extended 
from R; in particular. if R is a regular ring. 
We end this section with a couple of questions. The motivation arises from 
the linear case covered by us in [ 10. Theorem 1.1 (B) 1. 
Question 1. Let B = R[X]. and A be an overring (not necessarily 
noetherian) of B which is contained in its total quotient ring. Let dim R = d. 
Let q be a quadratic A-space with hyperbolic rank >d. Is 9 cancellative? 
Question 2. Replace “hyperbolic rank” by “Witt index” in question 1. 
and ask whether such a q is cancellative. 
4. APPLICATION: EXTENDABILITY OF QUADRATIC SPACES 
WITH SUFFICIENT WITT INDEX 
In this section we apply the techniques and the main result of the previous 
section to prove the extendability of certain quadratic R [ T, ,..., T,, ]-spaces 
from the base ring R. 
Let R be a regular ring of essentially finite type over a field k, and let q be 
a quadratic R [T, ,..., T,]-space with Witt index of q/(T, . . . . . T,,) > 
maxi 1, dim R }. We show that q extends from R. 
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In [ 11, Theorem 5. l] we had given a proof of this under the hypothesis 
that k was infinite. Our present approach does away with this restriction and 
provides a new method of solving the problem. 
We begin with the following theorem. 
(4.1) THEOREM. Let R be a regular local ring of dimension d > 1, and q 
a quadratic R [T]-module. Assume that q has hyperbolic rank ad, where the 
bar denotes “module (T).” Let 4 = q, 1 h”, n > d. Then q @R,7, R(T) 2 
q, OR R(T) 1 q2, for some quadratic R(T)-space qz, with (q2), hyperbolicfor 
some regular parameter TI E R. 
Moreocer, q2 1 h 1 h”+ ‘. 
ProoJ Let q(T) denote q @ R(T). Let R be a regular parameter of R. Let 
q, denote q @ R[T), and q denote q @ R(F), where R(f) denotes the (n)-adic 
completion of R(T). Let q/(x) denote q 0 R/(;rr)[T]. 
By Karoubi’s theorem. q is stably extended from R. Let q 1 hm Y 
q, 1 h”+“. 
By (3.3). q, 2; q, 1 h”. Fix an isomorphism CJ : q(T)l, 2 q,(T), 1 h”. 
Again, by (3.3), q/(z) 3 q,/(z) 1 h”. 
By (1.6), q(T) 2 q,(T) 1 h”. Fix an isomorphism r : q(T) r q,(T) I h”. 
Thus, us-’ E W,(i?, 1 h”). 
Since R is local, q, is diagonizable. Hence, by (2.5), O(q,(Tjn 1 h”) = 
EO(q,(f),, h”) . W’). 
Let urr’ = ap, a E EO((q,(T), h”), p E O(h”). 
By (2.1), a = a,a,, a, E EO((q,(T),, h”), a2 E RO(q,@‘), h”). We may 
choose a2 to be “sufficiently deep.” This will ensure that y = ,f- ‘a# E 
W, 1 h”). 
Thus, us-’ = a/3 = a,a# = a,@fip’aJ = a,&. 
If we replace c by a; ‘(T and T by ~‘r, then, by an abuse of notation, CJ-’ = 
/I E O(h”). 
The triple (h”, /I, h”) defines a quadratic R(7’)space q2 by (1.13). 
NOW, q(T) 2 (q(T),, or-‘, q(fY 2 (q,(T), 1 h”, Id 1 A &‘I 1 h”)) 3 
q,(T) I q2. Moreover, (q2)n z h”. 
Now, q,(T) 1 q2 i h” 2 q(T) I h”’ z q,(T) I h”+“. 
By (3.1),qzIh2hh”+‘! 
(4.2) THEOREM. Let R be a regular ring of essentially finite type over a 
field k of dimension d > 1. Let q be a quadratic R CT,,..., T,,]-space with Witt 
inde.u of q/(T, ,..., T,,) > d. Then q is extended from R. 
ProoJ By (1.10) and (1.12) we are easily able to reduce to the case R 
local, and n = 1. Moreover, we only need to show that q(T) = q 0 R(T) 2 
4(T). 
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Let 4 = q, i h”. m > d, where the bar denotes “module (7’)” 
By (4.1), q(T) z q,(T) I 4:. with (qJ, hyperbolic. Moreover, 
q2 I h r h”+ ‘. Identify q2 i h and h”” via this isomorphism and think of 
q2 as the complement of a hyperbolic pair 1%’ in lh((R(T)“+ ‘). 
By a general argument of Swan in 121 (see ( 11 I. Proposition 1.3 I. for 
details), we may assume that k is perfect. 
By (1.15), there exists a “Lindel” subring C’ = K[Xi...., X;],,, where 
t1’ = (p(X{), x; ,..., XA), K is some overiield of k, and C’ 4 R is analytically 
isomorphic along some s’ E rrR n C’. 
Consider the patching diagram: 
C’(T) - R(T) 
I I 
C’(T),. -------) R(T),. 
Since (q2)$, is hyperbolic, by ( 1.13), q2 extends from a quadratic C’(T)- 
space (call it q2 still), with (q2)r, hyperbolic. 
Moreover, we may regard (q2),, as the orthogonal complement of some 
hyperbolic pair 1%” in lH(L”+‘) C. lH(C’(T)y,+‘), where L denotes the prime 
-field of R. 
We first assume d < 2. 
Let d = 2. Then (qJxLs. is hyperbolic; and so by Milnor’s theorem (qI)s2 is 
stably hyperbolic. By 18, Theorem I], (q2)x, is hyperbolic. It is, therefore, 
easy to extend q2 to a hyperbolic K[X,],,,,~,,[X,]-space wih (q2)x, hyper- 
bolic. If we specialize X, = 1, then q2(mod(X, - 1)) is hyperbolic; and so by 
(1.15). if you wish. q2 is hyperbolic. 
If d = 1, then by Milnor’s theorem and [S, Theorem 11 it is clear that q2 is 
hyperbolic. 
We can therefore consider the case when d > 2. 
Let S=R - {O). Then S-‘R(T) is a localisation of S-‘R[TJ and has 
dimension < 1. 
Since d > 2, by (2.6), there exists a u E EO,-,,‘,,(h, h”) such that 
UM’ = ~1’. Let u E EO R,T,,,,(h, h”) for some s” E S. 
Let s = s’s”. 
By (1.15) there exists a “Lindel” subring C Y K[X, ,.... Xdj,‘, with 
rl = @(Xl) X, ,..., X,), etc., such that CC, R is analytically isomorphic 
along some s, E sR n C. 
Consider the analytic isomorphism C(T) G R(T) along s. Then, as in 
(3.1) the existence of a u E EOR,r,,,(h, h’“) with UN’= it” E IH(C(,T)E+‘) 
ensures that we can extend q2 to a quadratic C(T)-space, with q2 I h Y h”+ ‘. 
Now, (q& I h z h”+ ‘. 
By (3. I), lH(C(T),Fd) is cancellative. Hence, (q2),u, 2 h”. 
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We have a patching diagram: Let C” = k[X, ,..., X,-, I,,,, where ?I” = 
(q(X,), X, . . . . . X,-,) below. 
c”m&l - C(T) 
I ! 
C”(T)pTy] + C(T),.<, 
Clearly, q2 extends from a quadratic C”(T)[X,j-space i2 with (q?)\-,, 
hyperbolic. 
Specializing X, = 1, G, is hyperbolic (mod(X, - 1)). 
By (1.16), g2 is hyperbolic. 
Hence, q2 is hyperbolic! 
Note added in proof: In our doctoral thesis we have affirmatively settled Question I posed 
at the end of Section 3. 
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